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Abstract: In this paper, I explore a new type of semiotic translation in the context of 
Audiovisual Translation Studies (AVTS). To that end, a set of formulaic sequences 
bestowed of pragmalinguistic value (hedging strings) is analysed. It is argued that the 
semiotic analysis of conversational features in English may contribute to facilitate 
their pedagogical exploitation in English as a Foreign Language (EFL) classrooms. 
Th is analysis builds theoretically on a semiotic translational framework termed 
Semiosic Translation (and its subset, Semiosic Subtitling) predicated upon three types 
of translation: (i) Metaleptic translation; (ii) indexical translation; and (iii) translation 
as dynamic discontinuity. Th e translational rationale thus arrived at is deemed to ac-
count for what it is that binds together linguistic signs with other sign systems. 
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1. Introduction
Th is essay seeks to develop, justify, and substantiate the implementation of Semiosic 
Translation, a new theoretical approach merging several disciplines, namely transla-
tion studies, applied linguistics, and Peircean semiotics, into a coherent whole.
More specifi cally, this multidisciplinary focus can be summarized by way of three 
major principles introduced by Kline (1995: 34): 
(1)  Specialized disciplines cannot account for the growing complexity of human 
knowledge. 
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(2)  ‘Emergent properties’ in complex entities or phenomena are the result of the in-
teraction of sub-systems. 
(3)  Th e introduction of a multidisciplinary mindset supports interdependent ap-
proaches to collaborative work.
 
As I hope to demonstrate in the main body of the article, semiosic translation may 
accommodate the above tenets. Th e potential of this multidisciplinary framework is 
explored as a way to connect linguistic signs with other sign systems.1 For the sake 
of clarity, I have selected a set of formulaic sequences, hedging strings (henceforth 
HSs), Th ese are described from a semiotic perspective. It deserves stressing at the 
outset that the selection of these formulaic sequences is rooted in practicality. As is 
well known, nativelike profi ciency is a much appreciated asset among learners and 
instructors in the Columbian English Language Teaching (ELT) context (see Vélez-
Rendón 2003; Torres-Martínez 2009; Sampson 2012), as English nativelikeness 
serves as a gatekeeping mechanism providing access to economic success and high-
er status, a common trait in the construction of the linguistic self in the so-called 
Expanding Circle 2 (Kachru 1997). 
Th e paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, I briefl y discuss the Columbian 
ELT context and some of the prevailing assumptions underlying language instruc-
tion in the country. In Section 3, I review some of the tenets of Peirce’s universal 
categories of Firstness, Secondness, and Th irdness. It is argued that a paradig-
matic shift  in this taxonomy is required in order to bypass excessive abstraction 
and idealization. On this reading of Peircean semiotics, I privilege a construc-
tion of the translated text as a semiotic complex in dynamic connection with other 
sign systems. Section 4 contrasts the concepts of Semiosic Translation and Gorlée’s 
Semiotranslation. My desire to push the limits of a corrective response to the theo-
retical paucity represented by the semiotranslational approach introduced by Gorlée 
will force me to take a critical stand towards some of her insights and emphases. In 
Section 5, I introduce three modes of semiosic translation: metaleptic translation, 
indexical translation, and translation as dynamic discontinuity. Finally, in Section 
6, I outline some of the technical considerations and pedagogical implications of 
Semiosic Subtitling in the EFL classroom. Th is type of subtitling embraces the notion 
that novel, semiotically-informed approaches to translation can contribute to the 
formation of productive learning communities.
1  No sharp distinction between “linguistic” and “non-linguistic” signs is made here. However, 
for the sake of precision, linguistic signs are treated as a sign system in its own right.
2  Th e Expanding Circle corresponds to the countries and territories where English is spoken 
as a foreign language. Th e term is used by Kachru 1997 in his concentric circle model.
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2. English Language Teaching in the Columbian context
Th e expansion of English on a global scale has seen the emergence of a number 
of assumptions, perceptions and concerns about the role of this language as a tool 
for transnational communication. However, the increasing lack of clarity regard-
ing the future of English in both the Outer and the Expanding Circle has resulted 
in a number of misinterpretations and theoretical feud, for example, with regard to 
the contribution of both ELF (English as a Lingua Franca [cf. Saraceni 2008]) and 
EFL (English as a foreign language) in the development of English. In this rarifi ed 
academic context, even the assignation of a name capturing the elusive nature of 
English has been problematic (see Rajagopalan 2012). Nevertheless, whilst no con-
sensus about the appellation of emergent varieties of English has been reached, there 
seems to be a series of eff orts to lay the foundations of new branches of linguistics 
drawing on the transcultural dynamics of English, namely World Englishes Studies 
(cf. Seargeant 2012). 
Certainly, much has happened since the inception of the Th ree Circle Model 
(Kachru 1985), a classifi cation of countries according to the role English has in 
them: (1) Inner Circle (native, norm developing); (2) Outer Circle (post-colonial, in-
creasingly norm-developing); and (3) Expanding Circle (non-native, norm-depen-
dent). Notably, while this taxonomy was initially successful for the understanding 
of the dynamics of the evolution of English around the world, it has been evident 
in recent decades that this model falls short of providing a clear picture of the cur-
rent socio-linguistic situation. More recently, a framework proposed by Schneider 
(2003, 2007) has focused on Postcolonial Englishes by means of a Dynamic Model 
drawing on four core parameters: historical background, identity, sociolinguistic 
conditions, and linguistic eff ects. Th is model has proven highly relevant for deter-
mining the evolutionary dynamics of English in the Columbian context as its fi ve 
stages of variety emergence accurately predict the way some Expanding Circle coun-
tries attempt to force the emergence of local varieties of English. Hence, in Stage 1 
(foundation), an artifi cial bilingualism is promoted via linguistic policies, as well as 
large-scale delocalization and city marketing. In Stage 2, exonormative stabilization 
(involving settlers’ contact with the “indigenous population”) is fostered via increas-
ing contact with native speakers (such as native speaker ELT practitioners). Finally, 
nativization, stabilization, and diff erentiation (Stages 3, 4, and 5, respectively) are ex-
pected to emerge from the combination of the fi rst two variables. Although these ef-
forts are mainly unstructured and not explicitly stated by policy makers, they refl ect 
the instrumental and always problematic role of English in Columbia (as well as in 
other Latin American countries), which oft en results in ambivalent attitudes toward 
English-speaking countries like the United States (cf. Vélez-Rendón 2003; Torres-
Martínez 2009). In this vein, some authors have seen the increasing interest of the 
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Columbian government in free trade agreements as a conscious strategy to “manu-
facture Columbian citizens’ consent for foreign intervention” (Valencia 2013: 27). 
From a more practical perspective, I endorse the EFL baseline as a suitable ratio-
nale.3 Th e reading I propose draws together the steadfast preference of Columbian 
teachers and students for native models of English and the explanatory power of se-
miotics applied to subtitling. Nevertheless, it should be emphasized that the teaching 
of native speech functions is not a fi ts-all-size strategy in “social grammar” instruc-
tion, and “teachers need to give learners the strategies necessary to negotiate their 
own ‘hybrid’ pragmatics for each interaction and whichever interlocutor they engage 
(…)” (Murray 2012: 321). 
3. What’s in a name? Defi ning Semiosic Translation
Before getting to the main argument of this section, I must draw attention to what 
semiosic translation is not. To begin with, my semiotic programme is not rooted 
in any inalterable theoretical framework. However inspired by Peirce’s semiotics, 
it comes out of the experience of translation and semiotics blended. Th is is per-
haps seen nowhere so clearly as in its rejection of any fi xed taxonomy conferring 
an absolute status to a trichotomous mindset, for instance, the notions of Firstness, 
Secondness and Th irdness, as determinants of hierarchical and predictable sign re-
lations (Sign-Object-Interpretant). Elaborating on this account, semiosic translation 
defi nes these categories as semiosic elements not necessarily issued from, or confi ned 
to, a given “irreversible” semiosis. A relevant consideration here is that, although 
translation is a conscious act embedded in the broader process of interpretation, se-
miotically, it is a sensory-driven process of sign transformation engendered in pre-
Firstness. Under this view, the translative process is defi ned as a transformative, bor-
derless interplay of interlocking sign systems, and not as a bestiary of sign species 
struggling to yield up meaning in a containerized semiotic umwelt.
Second, semiosic translation is construed as a purposeful, socially-driven activ-
ity that stresses the social character of our concepts progressing away from the ac-
tion of specialized translation agents. A few points of clarifi cation are in order at this 
point. First of all, in the context of semiosic translation the target culture is no longer 
3 Although research on learner preferences regarding native speaker norms has provided 
evidence in support of the native norm baseline, such results should be taken with a pinch of 
salt given the unpredictability of learners’ preferences (cf. Subtirelu 2013). On the other hand, 
the notion of “desire in English learning” (a concept closely related with learner preferences) 
elaborates on a complex network of factors: for example, desire is co-constructed and situated 
intersubjectively; it can be both conscious and unconscious and serve, when used ethically, as 
a tool for liberatory pedagogy (Motha, Lin 2014: 331). 
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perceived as a recipient onto which the translation is projected, since many transla-
tion users are increasingly involved in the translation process themselves. Secondly, 
translation and translating are detached from any literary or high-brow cultural par-
adigm whereby “translation is in the practical hands of intelligent (skillful, knowl-
edgeable, artistic) translators, a literary art” (Gorlée 2012: 37). On the other hand, 
it might be wondered whether characterizing translators in such a way that they be-
come a mere canvas for semiosis is fair at all: “Th e translator is pressumed (sic.) and 
assumed in semiotic processes, but is at the same time generalized (i.e., de-person-
alized, and de-emphasized)” (Gorlée 2004: 101). Furthermore, semiosic translation 
is not an inchoate project existing only in comparison to non-existent theoretical 
frameworks. Th is is paradoxically the way some Gorlée’s followers characterize se-
miotranslation: “Th e Peirce-inspired conception of translation ought to be approac-
hed primarily as a theoretical proposal and mind-broadening conceptual exercise” 
(Hartama-Heinonen 2012: 120). 
Hence, a healthy wariness about the value of the above defi nitions can arise from 
reviewing these arguments in real-life contexts where overrated theoretical discus-
sions are of little use. Th at theoretical inquiry must be continuous with current inter-
est is attested by my approach to translation semiotics: so long as our focus remains 
fi rmly fi xed upon solving specifi c semiotic conundrums, the merit and structure of 
semiosic translation is readily apparent. 
Fittingly, semiosic translation is driven by its own Skopos (purpose, aim). In the 
words of Reiß and Vermeer (1991[1984]: 101) “[f]ür Translation gilt, ‘Der Zweck hei-
ligt die Mittel.’” [In translation, the end justifi es the means]. Prima facie, this seems 
like an accurate defi nition of my account. Th is requires more thorough discussion, 
though, since translation should not simply be subjected to the rules of eff ectiveness 
and, consequently, to a blind and instrumental rationality. 
Admittedly, there is a closer connection than one might initially expect between 
the notion of semiosic translation and the action of a subject. However, it is most 
important to note that, considered within the context of semiosic translation, the 
subject is a social actant and not an idealized agent transmitting invariable meaning. 
In this sense, one of the important innovations of semiosic translation is a more var-
iegated view of its skopos as emergent, usage-based meaning which liberates transla-
tors from devoting themselves to identifying equivalence only by becoming passive 
mediators enabling the text to “realize itself” (Gorlée 1994: 137). 
In laying bare the sociocultural conditions of translation, as well as the con-
straints imposed thereto, semiosic translation reinforces both functionality (i.e., ef-
fect, potentialities), as well as forms of self-representation and sign transformation 
triggered by specifi c skopoi. In brief, then, semiosic translation can be defi ned as 
an inclusive, all-encompassing project that does not anatomize, contain, idealize, 
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manipulate, schematize, nor biologize semiosis. Th is clearly contradicts Gorlée’s 
semiotranslation:
[S]emiotranslation is a unidirectional, future-oriented, cumulative, and irreversible 
process, one which advances, in successive instances, toward higher rationality, 
complexity, coherence, clarity, and determination, while progressively harmonizing 
chaotic, unorganized, and problematic translations (and elements and/or aspects 
of translations), as well as neutralizing dubious, misleading, and false ones. 
(Gorlée 1994: 231; my emphasis).
I shall now try to indicate in outline the character of my semiosic translational 
frame work 
(1) Semiosic translation attaches itself conceptually to an extended notion of se-
miosis involving the transformation of any sign system into other sign systems. 
Notwithstanding, it deviates greatly from Gorlée’s semiotranslation, particularly 
in its rejection of a defi nition of translation and translating as interpretation, or 
of translation proper as an interlingual operation. In other words, translation 
does not take place “wherever semiosic processes occur” (Ponzio 2000[1999]: 5), 
sign transformation does! 
(2) Semiosic translation is not confi ned to the boundaries of anthroposemiosis. It ac-
knowledges all sorts of sign transformation well beyond the human semiosphere. 
It is thus argued that human cognition (as the extension of a vast biological sub-
stratum) should strive for a description of the human experience through the ob-
servation of natural phenomena, which are, in principle, semiotic facts.
(3) Semiosic translation is abductive, i.e., it derives its explanatory power from an 
emphasis on Firstness rather than from sign oppositions (Secondness) leading 
to interpretation (Th irdness). As we shall see, the three metaphors of translation 
presented in this paper represent a variation of the Peircean abductive reasoning. 
In particular, the emphasis is on the role played by elements of surprise, novelty, 
or creativity determining diff erent metaphors of translation: (1) indexical transla-
tion dealing with the connection of both signs and pre-signs across sign systems; 
(2) dynamic discontinuity drawing on the surfacing of Objects in Secondness 
from the stream of signs in Firstness; and fi nally, (3) metaleptic translation, op-
erating a “contaminating semiotic eff ect” by way of the emergence of signs in a 
diff erent sign system. 
(4) In the context of semiosic translation, all the forms of translation suggested by 
Jakobson (1966[1959]) are considered as “translation proper”. Consequently, the 
defi nition of forms of translation such as intralingual, interlingual, and intersemi-
otic is very diff erent. For example, intralingual translation is not viewed as mere 
rewording. Rather, it can incorporate a number of “non-linguistic” signs in the 
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translated text, coexisting and signifi cantly increasing the semiotic power and 
scope of translation. Interlingual translation (defi ned as translation proper by 
Jakobson and Gorlée) is viewed here as the creation of functional types of texts 
that may eventually include non-linguistic sign systems. Finally, intersemiotic 
translation is neither adaptation nor transposition, e.g., a book turned into a fi lm 
(Jakobson 1966[1959]).
(5) Semiosic translation is not a matter of Th irdness, of symbolicity or habit only. It 
constantly creates usage-driven signs and interpretations begotten in Firstness. In 
this sense, the emergence of the translated text is deemed to occur from its deep 
structure to its surface structure. 
(6) Th e skopos of a translation is an all-encompassing criterion determining the 
quality and functional value of a translation in a given culture.
(7) As previously noted, semiosic translation shift s the accent onto the writerly role 
of the translator. On this reading, the translator plays three roles in his/her quest 
for the construction of a text. First of all, s/he becomes a Surfer (“Navegante”) in 
order to gain access to the pre-Firstness of Text 1 by virtue of his/her acquain-
tance with the intrinsic qualities that separate this sign system from other sign 
systems – playing the role of representamens to other signs. Only then is it pos-
sible to defi ne these signs as representamens in their own right. On the next lev-
el, the translator acts as a Facilitator (“Facilitador”), whose main task consists in 
reconstructing the meaning of the object in order to prepare the emergence of 
Text 2. Such endeavour is far from being a mere reconstruction of objects pres-
ent in both Text 1 and Text 2. Since the relationship between two structures or 
concepts in a sign-system pair is never symmetric, the revelation of the meaning 
of an original Object in Text 1 entails the inclusion of diff erent types of analy-
sis (logic, mathematical, linguistic, etc.), enabling the reconstruction of meaning. 
As a result, the translator becomes an Interpreter (“Intérprete”) that shapes the 
representamen. 
From this nucleus one might develop new types of translation methods which would 
be at the same time exploratory and creative. Such formulations may well be regard-
ed as summing up arguments that have been suggested from various perspectives, 
namely that semiosic translation is in some nontrivial sense a writerly rather than 
a readerly operation. Th is basically means that translating a text is an act analogous 
to writing an “original” text. In virtue of this, in translating, it is the translator who 
decides where and when to bring a text to an end instead of embracing passively a 
Hegelian let-it-go inertia. Th is clues us in to the absolute diff erence between semi-
osic translation and semiotranslation: whereas the latter propounds fi nal signifi ca-
tion as a means to attain self-contentment (through the overcoming of an alleged 
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“lack” of cultural sophistication and rationality), the former views the conjunction 
of translation and semiotics as a desire-driven process leading to self-overcoming in 
the Nietzschean sense. Another point of diff erence concerns the transformation of 
signs when a text is translated. Th is picture contrasts with traditional translational 
models whereby translation adds a sort of motion to the passing from the source 
text to the target text in terms of either a transfer (Reddy 1979), equivalence (Nida 
1966[1959]), or target (Vermeer 1978, 1979, 1989, 1996; Holz-Mänttäri 1984, 1986).
3.1. The role of Peircean semiotics in semiosic translation
Th e contribution of semiotics to the comprehension of the ties of thought with na-
ture in human experience constitutes a rich fi eld of endeavour that encompasses 
the study of body language, art forms, rhetorical discourse, visual communication, 
media, myths, narratives, language, artifacts, gesture, eye contact, clothing, 
advertising, cuisine, rituals – in a phrase, anything that is used, invented, or 
adopted by human beings to produce meaning. (Danesi 2004: 4) 
In particular, Peirce’s theory of signs (adapted from Kant’s categories) introduced 
an unprecedented triadic relation represented by the Sign-Object-Interpretant tri-
chotomy confi guring three stages of semiosis (sign action): Firstness, Secondness, 
and Th irdness. Th e introduction of the Interpretant constitutes an innovation that 
stresses the dynamic dimension of signifi cation contesting static structural theories 
anchored in Secondness, recurrently articulated in the form of a binary opposition 
pivoting on the Saussurean ‘either-or’ focus on system (langue) or function (parole). 
Th e purpose of this section, to be clear, is not to piece together Peircean semi-
otics from a detailed historical background, but rather to attend to the incomplete-
ness of Peirce’s work as itself bearing great conceptual signifi cance. My main point 
is that the question what the collaborative potential of pragmatic semiotics amounts 
to is the interest of this rationale to challenge the pervasively dichotomous Western 
thinking. 
Fittingly, Peirce’s categories of Firstness, Secondness, and Th irdness are the 
main components on the semiotic side of my analytical framework to translation. 
Notwithstanding, in order to be true to the critical spirit of this text, I also feel an 
obligation to point out that pragmatic semiotics needs to go a lot further in com-
ing to terms with its subject matter in order to meet specifi c disciplinary needs. 
Accordingly, I would like to suggest that the analysis of seemingly unrelated (though 
dynamically-interacting) sign systems is facilitated by the analysis of the three phas-
es of semiosic translation:
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(1) Identity (what the Object is before becoming a sign, including both latent and 
active antinomies thereof; abduction).
(2) Transformation (what the sign becomes when interacting with other signs, i.e., 
the sum of its possible hybridizations; deduction).
(3) Interpretation (what an Interpreter can possibly associate with the sign, as a 
point of departure in his/her quest for meaning; induction). 
Th is taxonomy stands in stark relief against the notions of uncertainty and uncon-
trollability as some immanent principles working within the essence of semiosis, in-
stead of the conventional idea of a measurable substance resulting from the process 
of interpretation. Admittedly, the idealization of scientifi c thinking has been part of 
the advancement of the human relation with knowledge, for example in cognitive 
sciences.
Th e cognitive science revolution was based on a fundamental idealization, 
the myth of ‘the human mind’. Research on human vision, audition, memory, 
categorization, or the like presumes a single mental capacity, idealized away from 
all the ‘noise’ of individual variation or systematic cultural diversity. (Levinson 
2012: 397)
Th is “‘noise’ of individual variation” has also been taken out from the semiotic equa-
tion by some Peircean interpreters: 
Loosely, we call ‘signs’ those sense-perceptible vessels that cause us to think of 
something else, particularly in those cultural cases where the sense-perceptible 
material structures were erected for the purpose of guiding our attention. (Deely 
2004: 217; my emphasis)
Th e ordering of trichotomies that give rise to the classifi cations is extremely 
important in this context, to the point that some of the classes of signs that are 
formed by a certain order of determination might not even exist if we adopt a 
diff erent order. (Farias, Queiroz 2004: 44; my emphasis).
Summing up, the fundamental sign is: […] – A symbol, which (sic) qualities 
separates (sic) discourse communities from each other […]. (Th ellefsen 2005: 62)
In particular, Th ellefsen’s formulations should be read as an extreme case of semiotic 
dogmatism revealing the author’s subjective-turned-objective dispositions toward 
science: “good science” is based on “stringent terminology” (Th ellefsen 2005: 51). 
(Sadly, he is not alone among semioticians in his approach to the subject).
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Ironically, the situation just described is due not least to the prescriptivism 
and vague modularity of Peirce’s characterization of semiosis as a process of sign 
refi nement4: 
A sign, or a representamen, is something which stands to somebody for something 
in some respect or capacity. It addresses somebody, that is, creates in the mind of 
that person an equivalent sign, or perhaps a more developed sign. Th at sign which 
it creates I call the interpretant of the fi rst sign. Th e sign stands for something, its 
object, not in all respects, but in reference to a sort of idea, which I have sometimes 
called the ground of the representamen. (CP 2.228)
Although it would be unfair to generalize, it is evident that narrow interpretations 
do limit the ambitious extrapolations of Peirce and many of his interpreters who 
eulogically mobilize a fi ts-all-size, trichotomized semiotics, i.e., a “project of ‘cut-
ting’ minute portions of the process [semiosis] and actualizing them as signs for 
observation, formal study, analysis, and synthesis” (Queiroz, Merrell 2006: 39). My 
argument here is that a more fl uid version of semiosis should be adopted. Hence, 
Firstness is characterized herein as a would-be, latent semiosis underlying any sign 
action (iconicity) and serving as the substrate to all semiosis; Secondness represents 
the simultaneous passing from iconicity to indexicality, i.e., the sign’s transforma-
tion prior to interpretation in terms of “turn-into” rather than opposition; fi nally, 
Th irdness entails the potential representation (unfi nished and ultimately elusive) 
made by an interpreter, not conditioned a priori by the fl ow of signs. Uniquely, the 
emphasis is on the interaction of sign systems permeating other sign systems ad in-
fi nitum, a metaphor that replaces the determinism of the conventional three-corner 
metaphor whereby fi xed points defi ne stages of sign identity.5 It follows that semiosic 
4 Th is mindset is reinforced by a hierarchical access to semiosis: “Th e triadic relation 
between S, O and I is regarded by Peirce as irreducible, in the sense that it is not decomposable 
into any simpler relation” (Queiroz, Merrell 2006: 41). Since this interpretation represents a 
“historically specifi c semiotic ideology that determines what will account for the interpreter 
and actor as objects and in contrast to what subjects” (Keane 2003: 423), the consequences of 
any semiotic enquiry should be analysed a priori against the backdrop of social relations.
5 Th e focus of the present analysis is on the Object-Sign relation (icon, index, and symbol), 
producing three instances of morphological variation. In this sense, further classifi cations of 
signs developed by Peirce to analyse sign relations during semiosis (S-O-I) are avoided. Th e 
reason is that such an inventory of sign instances consists in fi xed abstractions dwelling in a 
formalistic view of semiosis as a series of interconnected points providing an interface between 
the mind of an ideal interpreter and a set of qualia. Th is is revealed by many examples used 
by Peirce, for example, the deterministic selection of signs by other signs deemed to share 
similar properties: “many words, though strictly symbols, are so far iconic that they are apt 
to determine iconic interpretants, or as we say, call up lively images” (NEM 4: 243). Th is 
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translation defi nes triadic relationships as a dynamic fl ow of signs (semiosis), always 
moving upwards in the semiosic continuum. Moreover, this blurring of the line be-
tween sign and semiosis facilitates the analysis of most of the constraints observed 
during language processing that does not stop with the interpretant, who is, too, im-
mersed in Firstness. 
4. The three metaphors of semiosic translation
As noted earlier, semiosic translation focuses on discovering the best way to retrieve 
meaning from the stream of signs permeating all sign systems. Th is might be said 
to hold equally true of the semiosic transformations that display characteristics of 
biological systems (defi ned in terms of Identity), or the substrate to all sign systems 
(i.e., their Firstness); Transformation, the unfolding of sign systems onto one an-
other (Secondness); and Interpretation, i.e., the emergence of meaning through the 
action of a social Interpreter (Th irdness). It further suggests that semiosic types of 
translation share a dynamics analogous to “[n]atural networks, especially biologi-
cal ones [which] are never static” (So et al. 2014: 16). Th ese dynamics are projected 
onto actual classroom performance, since “[i]ntellectual capabilities of people such 
as teaching and learning, are deeply supported by brain functionality” (Yano 2013: 
28). Such a rationale leads to three semiosic metaphors of translation: (1) meta leptic 
translation, (2)  indexical translation,  and (3) translation as dynamic discontinuity. 
Admittedly, such a project demands, too, an understanding of teaching as a high-
level phenomenon (Yano 2013: 28) which of necessity entails the development of 
forms of translation drawing on culturally-driven forms of semiosis. Each of these 
metaphors will now be discussed in turn.
4.1. Translation as metalepsis
Metaleptic translation operates a contaminating passage between two distinct socio-
cultural realities (sign systems). Th e term ‘metalepsis’ is borrowed from Genette’s 
approach is partly fl awed, since the whole point of semiosis is the non-linear, non-deterministic 
transformation of signs across sign systems, rather than the fi xation of sign categories such as 
those consigned in the Peircean protocols, namely the phaneroscopical protocol and the protocol 
of degeneracy. Th us, whereas some may interpret the Peircean program as an “attempt to rescue 
perception” (Radford 2008: 4) from the Kantian “manifold of senses” (Radford 2008: 4), Peirce’s 
phenomenological enterprise suff ers from an inevitable objectivism that turns perception into 
an idealized encounter between “[an] Object [that] gives itself to the Subject’s consciousness as 
it is, in its immaculate suchness” (Radford 2008: 5).
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narratology (1980[1972]) and is defi ned as “any intrusion by the extradiegetic nar-
rator or narratee into the diegetic universe (or by diegetic characters into a metadi-
egetic universe, etc.), or the inverse (as in Cortazar)” (Genette 1980[1972]: 234–235).
To understand this novel approach to translation, we only need to visualize the 
process as a series of interconnected links permeating all semiotic universes. Th is 
allows the visualization of an underlying sign system in Text 1 that emerges unex-
pectedly in, and acts as a contaminator of Text 1 (the Target Text) in which it surfac-
es. Th us, both Text 1 and Text 2 represent two diff erent sign systems arranged on a 
stack, independent from each other and permeated by signs in a metaleptic surfacing of 
hidden Text 1 constructions in Text 2. Th is realizes a rhetorical metalepsis  (Genette 
1980[1972]), i.e., a hybridization process not aff ecting the integrity of signs in their 
corresponding system, but causing a movement from Sign System 2 to Sign System 1 
thereby revealing any features relevant for the translational event that otherwise would 
be missing from the pragmalinguistic analysis. Th e resulting hybridization illustrates 
translation’s potential for creating two-way intersemiotic meaning-generating instanc-
es shaping mental representations of non-linear forms of reality.
Metalepsis can therefore be defi ned as a manifestation of Firstness, of the Quali-
sign. In this vein, only when the icon surfaces in a diff erent sign system, the sign’s 
true nature is revealed in the form of an index that, ultimately, becomes a symbol, a 
Legisign. 
 4.2. Indexical translation
I defi ne indexical translation as the use of signs to indicate the presence of any type 
of signs in Text 1 that are generally omitted from Text 2. Th e purpose of indexical 
translation is thus to create a tracking shot eff ect taking the experiencer through both 
texts by means of a sort of hypertext link, i.e., “a mixed sign ‘combining iconic, indexi-
cal and symbolic modes of representation’” (Wirth 2002: 166). Th e stability of this sign 
is determined by both the functional selection of language pairs and the creation of 
symbols to be used in language-related domains such as language education, forms 
of audiovisual translation, and discourse analysis, to name a few. As a matter of fact, 
the “target sign” can either be an equivalent linguistic sign or, as in our case, an iden-
tity-endowed legisign (a sign, which is a law), created by the co-referential association 
of an utterance with an index (signifying by causal connection), which in reality is an-
other form of the same utterance and hence a symbol (formed by convention). 
Th e presence of indices does not establish, however, a hierarchical, one-way se-
miotic relation, because the analysed Text 1 form-function pairing becomes, in turn, 
an index to an absent construction in Text 2 marked by the non-linguistic symbol; 
these symbols point, so to speak, to an interconnected pragmatically-driven semiotic 
system defi ned in terms of co-reference. 
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4.3. Translation as dynamic discontinuity
In case of intralingual translation, some constructions reveal the true nature of the 
communicative act (genre or register). Similarly, underlying socio-cultural dynam-
ics, not necessarily predictable from the distinctive usage of speakers (idiolect) in a 
macro-level language system, are unveiled. As expected, all constructions have two 
intrinsic qualities: (1) a continuous quality (internal, i.e., a function existing in the 
realm of Firstness); (2) a discontinuous quality (external, i.e., a form instantiated in 
the realm of Secondness) revealing a fl ow of meaning  captured by the Interpreter 
in the realm of Th irdness. Th is alludes to the role of languages’ external disconti-
nuities such as semantics, pragmatics, and parsing as an important part of language 
learning: 
Discontinuity is a condition for cognition, and moreover, cognition depends 
in an intrinsic way on some external phenomenologically relevant variables, 
the variation of which is seen as the cause of the discontinuity of the process 
(Østergård 1998: 309).
An interesting example is the way discourse markers such as ‘you know’ (cf. Section 
5), behave in a pedagogically-oriented type of translation. Th us, instead of being 
void recipients of pragmalinguistic information from a traditional subtitling view-
point (cf. Gottlieb 2001[1998]), and hence redundant in the translation, these items 
convey a “fl ow of meaning” in a specifi c communicative situation (conversation) de-
fi ned by the speaker’s need to deploy linguistic strategies to cope with real-time dis-
course processing. Th ese draw on specifi c discontinuities pointing to increments of 
online processing, an external, cognitively relevant variable (discontinuous) whose 
internal linguistic nature (its Firstness) remains, however, hidden. Further, speech 
function such as discourse markers can also recreate the context of a conversational 
situation in written texts (like novels, tales or poems), in which case external com-
municative parameters become part of the linguistic item itself in terms of a triadic 
form-function-context characterization describing internal dynamics. Th is adds a 
new layer to our analysis, since as soon as a discourse marker is embedded in a writ-
ten text its primary function (the reduction of cognitive overload) is neutralized: 
Dot and I sent him to college thinking he might go into medicine or law. He was 
bright enough. He majored in agriculture and he’s doing what he loves. I don’t 
think Enrique could sit behind a desk any more than I could. You know, Howie, if 
more people worked at what they loved we’d have far fewer problems.6
6 Corpus of Contemporary American English (http://corpus.byu.edu/coca/).
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Th is passage makes it all too clear how the written text echoes the pragmatics 
of shared context, real-time processing, or aff ective content to recreate a conversational 
eff ect. However, in the above passage, the discourse marker is devoid of any real online 
processing properties. As a consequence, the use of specifi c linguistic strategies in con-
versational registers defi ne the pragmalinguistic consistency of discourse within the 
boundaries of a language (internal fl ow of meaning) determined by speakers’ exter-
nally-driven selection of utterances (discontinuous realization of meaning). So looking 
further afi eld, indices serve an additional function: they guide learners’ comprehension 
of both internal and external variables of the communicative situation.
5. A semiotic analysis of hedging strings 
As noted at the outset, hedging strings are formulaic sequences that appear in a 
range of communicative situations, revealing pragmalinguistic patterns ranging 
from non-assertiveness to vagueness realizing specifi c attachment patterns, which 
I analyse in Table 1 (all examples are taken from the Corpus of Global Web-Based 
English, Davis 20137). 
As shown in Table 1, the pragmalinguistic nature of HSs is enhanced by their 
formulaic nature (cf. Torres-Martínez 2014), leading to distinct online language 
processing increments in both native and nonnative communicational contexts (cf. 
Conklin, Schmitt 2008; Jiang, Nekrasova 2007; Cappelle et al. 2010). Moreover, the 
association of specifi c formulaic language with prosodics results in a host of learn-
ing advantages (Lin 2012). Th is has the potential to be a truly instructional medium, 
whereby drawing on native hedging strategies may contribute to create a “feel of reg-
ister” (Torres-Martínez 2013) among EFL language learners. 
Needless to say that these context-driven combinations provide a platform for 
outlining semiosic interactions between constructions and non-linguistic signs 
in online discourse production. For example, the hedging string ‘kind of ’ encom-
passes six distinct values, three simple and three complex: Pure Firstness (1–1), pure 
Secondness (2–2), and pure Th irdness (3–3); Firstness of Secondness (1–2); it may also 
entail a Firstness of Th irdness relationship (1–3); or it can be the result of Secondness 
of Th irdness (2–3), in which case we are dealing with a representation or a transfer-
ence in the context of a reported action. In this particular context, the pragmalin-
guistic function is overridden. Semantically, we are then confronted with at least 
six realities determining the development of both Text 1 (Source Text) and Text 2 
(Target Text). 
7 Davies, Mark 2013. Corpus of Global Web-Based English: 1.9 billion words from speakers in 
20 countries (http://corpus2.byu.edu/glowbe/).
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5.1. Pure Firstness
Pure Firstness refers to the independent existence of signs conceived of as a state 
of being or happening beyond any Experiencer. Put this way, the very existence of 
semiosis as a dynamic transformation of sign’s identity reveals the independence of 
signs from any potential interpretation. As shown in the following examples, some 
of the concepts related with online discourse production function as entry points to 
the realm of Firstness where they no longer function as concepts, but as laws. More 
precisely, the emergence of non-assertiveness enables us to gain insight into the non-
linear (chaotic) dynamics of the mammalian brain (cf. Crook, Goh 2008).
(1) I’m kind of in the middle of something.
In this sentence, the hedging string ‘kind of ’ is used to convey three self-referential 
meanings: 
1.a. Vagueness. No specifi cation about the nature of the event is provided.
 “Self-esteem is a  kind  of  dead-end street, yeah, you can get there, but it 
doesn’t get you any further than that.” Interesting, huh! 
1.b. False non-assertiveness. Th e utterer wants to express annoyance. Th e illocution-
ary force of the item is best accomplished through body language and contextual 
cues.
 Th ere’s an excellent article delivering a rebuttal of the majority of the kind 
of anti-Apple accusations I’m used to reading in comments to any iPhone 
piece here.
1.c. Th e combination of HSs with a relative clause focus the attention on the utterer’s 
state of mind as a product of a concurrent action. 
  But, you know, just this one little act here – which is so new that nobody really 
knows kind of what its impact truly is going to be – could be quite a big deal. 
5.2. Pure Secondness
Pure Secondness presupposes the presence of a transforming sign (instead of 
a “tagged” sign). As noted earlier, there are a few drawbacks to using the conven-
tional metaphor of translation. For one, it requires that a very precise and stable 
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one-to-one relationship with an object be in place. Th us, the object ‘hedging’ repre-
sented in English by the representamens ‘kind of ’ or ‘sort of ’, cannot always be ren-
dered as equivalent structures in a given target language. Of course, if the purpose is 
to teach how these structures behave in the source language, their omission would 
be counterproductive. Th is is why a set of signs (symbols) must be developed to rep-
resent diff erent hedging strategies. In other words, reconstruction of the semiosic 
path linking Text 1 and Text 2 presupposes that a sign set must be developed to refer 
to each hedging strategy separately. Suffi  ce it to say for now that in some cases the 
process consists in defi ning a sign set capable of recreating the pragmalinguistic situ-
ation in Text 1 without introducing structural changes in Text 2 (the passing from 
Th irdness to Firstness is preserved). With these background points in mind, both 
the semantic and the syntactic properties of signs are taken into account (disjoint-
ness, i.e., clear referential power, as well as fi nite diff erentiation of symbols in a sign 
system). Furthermore, graphical suggestiveness, mnemonic effi  cacy, readability, and 
set magnitude should be considered as relevant assets. 
Going back to the notion of transformation, the movement from monadic iden-
tity to dyadicy is illustrated by the user’s perception of the prosodic force of an ut-
terance transformed by means of intonational resources at the service of lexical 
constructions:
(2)  Ms-HART: What’s that? I missed that. RIVERA: Mike’s just giving a kind of 
a gynecological... Ms-HART: I -- I missed that. 
5.3. Pure Thirdness
From the transformation of signs derives a sophisticated dynamics defi ned in terms 
of a multipronged system, whereby not only the sign and its object considered, but 
also the Interpretant. In such a context, the translation process departs from the 
assumption that the source sign (in our case a hedging string) is the product of a 
multi-referential operation:
 
 (3)  I never saw movies that way, which is kind of a terrible thing to say.
 
In this example, the representamen ‘kind of ’ spins out a past representation (evalua-
tion) of a past representation. In other words, it refers to an object seen in backfl ash 
and existing outside the mind of the Interpretant by virtue of an actualized access to 
the concept of ‘cinema’ as a whole. Th e utterer’s current reference to this previous, 
underdeveloped stage of representation is thus invoked by a non-assertive formulaic 
sequence. Interestingly, the (self)-representation issued from the conjunction of the 
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primary and the secondary representation constitutes yet another representation in 
the Interpreter’s mind.
5.4. Firstness of Secondness
As said above, the main feature of Secondness is the transformation of two entities 
preserving their own identity. It is precisely this transformation that makes semiosis 
possible:
(4)  She’s kind of a party girl.
(5)  Because Mrs. Lincoln, she was – she would kind of lose it...
In Example 4, a shared identity between two entities is established. Firstness pro-
vides the substrate to a quality, whereas Secondness is the result of a contingent 
event. Interestingly, the inclusion of the hedging string enhances the characteris-
tics associated with the complement (‘a party girl’). Example 5 describes a change 
of state defi ned in two stages (Secondness): one prior to the inception of the event, 
the other occurring aft er the event has taken place. Again, the slotting pattern of the 
hedging string to the verb plays a crucial role here: it creates a dynamic causality, a 
cognitive momentum in the mind of the receiver. Th e circumstances of the reported 
event are not disclosed (leading to vagueness, a characteristic of a partially disclosed 
Firstness).
5.5. Secondness of Thirdness
Th e non-assertiveness/vagueness characterization is construed as an evaluation of a 
factual element or event. Th is evaluation does not simply depict an action on the 
ob ject but also a fusion with it. Th ese participants are “real” and “virtual” simultane-
ously. In the following example, the real utterer reports what the virtual utterer has 
said:
(6)  I telephoned a friend on my cell phone and said, “You know, some-
thing’s kind of funny here.”
It can be argued as well that the cognitive element here (a condition for Th irdness) is 
represented by the explicit mutual agreement between speakers (the real utterer and 
the receiver of the message) about the asynchronous nature of the action reported, 
the description of which occurs in an interactive environment. 
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5.6. Firstness of Thirdness
Finally, Firstness of Th irdness features two implicit participants (characteristic of 
Secondness), and three explicit actants: the representamen (sign), the object for 
which the representamen stands, and the Interpretant. If we analyse ‘kind of ’ in 
terms of its relationship with both the emitter (evaluator) and the interpreter (i.e., 
the receiver of the message) the values of vagueness (reference reduction) and/or 
non-assertiveness (shared context) encompass a dynamics of shared pragmalinguis-
tic strategies between speakers, prototypically defi ned as “we”. 
(7)  We just overheard that little conversation. It’s  kind  of  creepy. Like, I don’t 
think you should trust that guy at all.
6. Semiosic Subtitling in the context of AVTS
Audiovisual Translation is defi ned as “the transfer from one language to another of 
the verbal components contained in audiovisual works and projects” (Chiaro 2013: 
1). In the context of Audiovisual Translation Studies (AVTS), subtitling (a form of 
AVT) has been the subject of a triple discrimination: fi rst, there is an assumption 
which remains alive and well in some corners of Translation Studies that subtitling 
(particularly intralingual) is not a type of translation proper (Gottlieb 2004; Diaz-
Cintas, Remael 2007), but mere transcription (Bartoll 2004: 57); second, subtitles 
are viewed as an intrusive rendering of the human voice aff ecting the aesthetic qual-
ity of audiovisual documents, an opinion probably due to the treatment of the “au-
diovisual text” as a type of literary translation (Bassnett 1991[1980]; Snell-Hornby 
1991); third, the referential power of subtitles with regard to the actual content they 
are supposed to convey is highly questioned, especially when compared with other 
forms of AVT such as dubbing. On the other hand, although subtitling is a highly 
specialized activity its practice has until recently tended to inhabit a disciplinary twi-
light zone. According to Gambier (2006), it was not until 1995 that subtitling be-
came an established research topic. However, it is important to note that subtitling 
is still an underresearched area. Worst of all, no theory of language transfer, nor a 
consistent conceptualization or universal rules about its aesthetics and modus ope-
randi exist (Luyken et al. 1991: 65). Furthermore, the instrumental and oft entimes 
patronizing approach to forms of subtitling such as respeaking (subtitles created 
through Speech Recognition Soft ware) and SDH (subtitling for the deaf and hard 
of hearing), has resulted in anti-translational practices aimed at fobbing off  the tar-
get audiences with fractional written versions of the spoken language. Particularly in 
Columbia, audiovisual subtitling is virtually absent from the translational research 
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fi eld. Whereas the preference for dubbed and subtitled fi lms and other audiovisu-
al content among fi lmgoers is split8, there seems to be a growing need for subtitled 
content which reportedly constitutes the lion’s share of Columbian AVT companies 
(ca. 66.7% of the workload; cf. Orrego Carmona et al. 2010). 
Against this background, I would like to suggest that a type of subtitling worth 
its salt must be capable of encompassing all semiotic channels. Importantly, semi-
osic translation and its subset, semiosic subtitling, should be considered as functional 
forms of translation drawing on the skopos model9 (cf. Vermeer 1978, 1979, 1996; 
Holz-Mänttäri 1981). According to Nord (1997: 46) the skopos model “parts from 
the view that translation is a form of human interaction and, as such, determined 
by its purpose or skopos. One of the main factors in the skopos of a communica-
tive activity is the (intended) receiver or addressee with their specifi c communicative 
needs”. Moreover, while commercial forms of subtitling are said to be more eff ective 
when subtitles go unnoticed by the viewers (Georgakoupoulu 2009), semiosic subti-
tling exploits a host of semiotic techniques designed to integrate the competing in-
fl uence of other semiotic channels present in the audiovisual document. By associat-
ing constructions with other signs in the audiovisual document, cognitive processes 
of categorization and noticing are enhanced:
Th e possible eff ect of intra-and interlingual captions and subtitles on FL learners is 
explained by the combination of aural, visual, and written elements in multimedia 
and the opportunity this combination off ers for noticing speech acts which can 
then be internalized through task-based and other specifi cally designed activities. 
(Incalcaterra McLoughlin 2009: 175)
Th is, in turn, coincides with Hochel’s (1986: 152) interpretation: “Th e text is to be 
understood from the standpoint of semiotics, that is to say, as the message in the 
relevant language (system of signs, code) with its own alphabet (vocabulary) and its 
own grammar (syntax, rules for linking signs)”.
8 As noted by Chiaro (2013: 2), the traditional division between dubbing and subtitling 
blocks “is no longer clear-cut”. One of the reasons is the advent of media mobility: “Although 
audiences continue to watch fi lms in theatres, even attending opening night screenings in 
order to experience being part of an even larger crowd, media mobility promotes a more 
fragmented, individualized notion of spectatorship” (Tryon 2012: 288–289). 
9 Although skopos theory (based on Nida’s concept of equivalence 1966[1959]) focuses on 
the target text as outcome or Translatum (Vermeer 2004[1989]: 229), my interpretation of 
this theoretical framework confers relevance on the source text as well, since the pedagogic 
treatment of the source language requires an extensive semiotic analysis prior to its introduction 
in classroom settings.
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Such an understanding of the relationship between subtitling and pedagogy 
sheds light on the question of the intrinsic qualities of alternative subtitling forms as 
facilitators of learning processes. Keeping in mind the premises laid out previously, 
the main strategies used by semiosic subtitling are described below.
(1) Expansion. Th e term expansion does not refer here to any sort of paraphrase of 
the source text in the target text with views to capture an equivalent meaning. One of 
the factors that condition learners’ experience of pedagogically-adapted audio visual 
works is spectatorial investment in the entertainment side of these documents. In 
this sense, the representational power of subtitles should be summoned to focus the 
attention on specifi c sound-language/video-language relations. Th is strategy leads 
onto the inclusion of full target constructions (which involves, especially in inter-
lingual translation, the reordering of translation units), metalinguistic markers, or 
ad hoc symbols associated with a language (intralingual) or pair of languages (inter-
lingual) adapted for pedagogical purposes (see Figure 110). 
Figure 1. Metaleptic subtitling (interlingual) displaying the particle “well” and the hedging 
string “kind of ”. Th ese structures are inserted in the Spanish text at exactly the same place 
they occupy in the English text.
10 All subtitled samples are part of a large database I created with views to classroom 
exploitation. 
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(2) Retention. Semiosic subtitling presupposes a verbatim account of the linguistic 
signs in an audiovisual document (especially in interlingual subtitling). Th ese signs 
are predefi ned segmentation units,11 not necessarily sentences. Th is includes struc-
tures such as discourse markers oft en ignored in traditional subtitling.
As a consequence, semiosic subtitling avoids the reduction of the translated text 
for economy purposes. In dealing with the online processing constraints posed by 
lexical density, this type of translation utilizes diff erent techniques including more 
than two lines per translated sequence, using special synchronization frames to fa-
cilitate the noticing of target structures, including more than two turn-takings shar-
ing the same subtitle, distinctive text colour, etc. (See Figure 2). In case of sound-text 
synchronization, some time-frame delay between sound and text is favoured (which 
contrasts with the standard time frame rate of 180 words per minute used by the 
DVD industry). Among the benefi ts of these strategies in a pedagogical context, the 
reduction of the slowing language processing eff ect observed in bilingual speakers 
handling two languages simultaneously (Martin et al. 2012) can be mentioned. 
Figure 2. Indexical translation (interlingual) featuring a pair of discourse markers (“you 
know”/ “nada”) in both English and Spanish.
11 From a technical perspective, these segmentation units are part of subtitle templates. 
Th ese templates consist of predefi ned sets of language structures stored as sub-sentential 
chunks organized, for example, in terms of their slotting patterns in Spanish and English. An 
important subset of templates has been tagged for discourse analysis (verb transitivity), and 
syntactic analysis (argument structure constructions; cf. Goldberg 2013). 
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At a fundamental level, the forms of subtitling described above represent a complex 
of potential uses, including forms of amateur subtitling exploiting free-access soft -
ware and online subtitling tools (see Bogucky 2009). What is signifi cant for under-
standing these subtitling techniques is an awareness of the particularities of language 
instruction that mark them as diff erent from other translational experiences. Hence, 
one of the many ways in which a semiosic translation can inform language instruc-
tion is its potential to complement specifi c content to be analysed in the classroom. 
Th e subtitling of song lyrics for the teaching of process types such as ‘happening’, 
‘being’, ‘sensing’, ‘doing’, and ‘saying’ is a suitable entry point for the analysis of poetic 
language in L2 instruction by means of ad hoc subtitled documents. 
According to Systemic Functional Linguistics (SFL), a system of transitivity 
(Halliday, Matthiessen 2004) can be used to construe human experience (experien-
tial metafunction) through the medium of six process types: material, mental, ver-
bal, existential, relational, and behavioural. Of necessity, the type of translation re-
quired for the task is indexical in nature. Th is type of translation allows for the in-
clusion of metalinguistic markers (i.e. meaning-focused metalanguage used to guide 
learners’ discursive choices and functioning as indexes) pointing at specifi c dis-
course functions and structures. An illustrative example is shown in Figure 3. 
Figure 3. Indexical translation (intralingual). A set of visual cues are used to call learners’ at-
tention to specifi c process types associated with “DOING” verbs.
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As we can see, the subtitles show two verbs (‘clawed’ and ‘chained’) associated with 
process types of DOING. Th e use of metalinguistic markers for DOING verbs, 
for example, is highlighted in the subtitles and associated with particular imag-
ery, confi guring a type of indexical translation. Th ese markers connect specifi c 
semiotic channels simultaneously: the linguistic (including the aural), the meta-
linguistic, and the visual (gestures, body language, etc.). Because of the rich semiotic 
interconnected ness this type of subtitles tap, semiosic subtitling becomes unremit-
tingly allusive in a way that goes beyond simple transcription. Importantly, this type 
of subtitles are included as part of specifi c tasks such as focus on forms (Focus on 
Forms; Long 1991, 1996; Shintani 2015), providing learners with an explicit focus on 
language structure. 
Th e above description off ers a pattern of thinking that is telling for an all-encom-
passing account of translation. It seems clear to me that the metalinguistic dimen-
sion of the process outlined above entails “metalinguistic awareness [that] is distinct 
from the kind of knowledge that underlies everyday language use” (Ellis 2004: 231). 
Put simply, semiosic translation can become part of institutionalized forms of trans-
lation fostering metalinguistic knowledge for language learning. 
Conclusion
In this paper, I have presented a semiotic approach to translation called semiosic 
translation in the context of EFL instruction in Columbia. With regard to subtitling, 
it has been argued that the translation process goes beyond the confi nes of language 
to include all the semiotic channels present in audiovisual works. In order to illus-
trate my position, I have provided a multidisciplinary theoretical framework com-
bining Peircean semiotics, translation studies, and applied linguistics. Accordingly, 
semiosic translation fi lls out the sense that the connection between language and 
its biological substrate encapsulates an expanded defi nition of sign systems as so-
cial (and also ecological) phenomena rather than as objects of analysis constrained 
by specifi c semiotic ideologies. It also gets at how both the Object’s and the Sign’s 
identities can escape the objectifi cation of perception (Th irdness), assigning specifi c 
form and meaning to both inward and outward forms of semiosis. Not least, this 
premise avoids conventional sign categorizations drawing on normative, abstract 
defi nitions of semiosis that ignore shift ing social and cultural concerns. Relatedly, 
the paradigmatic shift  laid out here rules out the presence of any ‘ideal observers’,12 
12 Th e notion ‘ideal observer’ is the cornerstone of Bayesian inferential models. Th ese consider 
that, in order for an optimal understanding of the world to occur, the brain must be “tuned to 
the world”: “Th e conception of ‘tuning’ that is tacitly adopted in many modern treatments is 
that the optimal Bayesian observer is correctly tuned when its priors match those objectively 
in force in the environment (the ‘Lord’s prior’)” (Feldman 2013: 15). Th e risk of such a stance 
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since sign systems can combine multiple forms of interaction, not determined 
by idealized fi rst-person observers. Th is conception has specifi c resonances in the 
translational act, since the notion of translation is expanded to include all possible 
semiotic channels. In the case of semiosic translation, signs (and the objects they re-
fer to) are deemed to function as interacting information sources acting across sign 
systems. Th is view is reinforced by the introduction of three types of pedagogically-
driven semiosic translation: (1) metaleptic translation, (2) indexical translation, and 
(3) translation as dynamic discontinuity. Th ese have been connected to the class-
room by means of specifi c semiosic models of subtitling (semiosic subtitling) aimed 
at equipping both instructors and learners with a rationale facilitating the analysis of 
specifi c constructions. In closing, I present these translational strategies as potential-
ly generalizable to other subtitling techniques. Overall, semiosic subtitling bestows 
powerful leverage that confers great advantage of fl exibility to alternative modes of 
translation using semiotic analyses to replace questions of “meaning” with those of 
“usage” in language instruction. 
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Семиозисный перевод: новое теоретическое обрамление для 
использования субтитров в сфере педагогики
В данной статье рассматриваются новые типы перевода в контексте аудиовизуальных 
переводческих исследований. Для этого анализируются формулы, имеющие прагма-
лингвистическое значение (hedging strings). В статье утверждается, что мультидисци-
плинарный подход к характеристикам англоязычного общения дает представление о 
прагмалинвистической функции конкретных языковых последовательностей при соз-
дании онлайн-дискурса с целью их использования на уроках английского языка. В тео-
рии анализ опирается на семиозисный перевод и его подвид – семиозисное субтитро-
вание. В статье утверждается, что такой подход проясняет связь вербальных знаков с 
другими знаковыми системами. Подход опирается на три типа семиозисного перевода: 
1) металептический перевод; 2) индексиальный перевод; 3) перевод как динамическая 
прерывность. 
Semioosiline tõlge: uus teoreetiline raam pedagoogilise 
suunitlusega subitreerimise rakendamiseks
Käesolevas artiklis vaatlen uusi semiootikast lähtuvaid tõlketüüpe audiovisuaalsete tõlke-
uuringute kontekstis. Sel eesmärgil analüüsitakse valemjadasid, millel on pragmalingvistiline 
väärtus (põiklemisväljendid e. hedging strings). Väidetakse, et ingliskeelsele vestlusele omaste 
joonte tutvustamine multidistsiplinaarsest perspektiivist valgustab konkreetsete keeleliste 
jadade pragmalingvistilist funktsiooni online-diskursuse loomisel, pidades silmas nende 
peda googilist kasutamist inglise keele kui võõrkeele tundides. Teoreetiliselt toetub analüüs 
semiootikast lähtuvale raamile, mida nimetatakse semioosiliseks tõlkeks, ning selle alljao-
tusele, semioosilisele subtitreerimisele. Väidetakse, et see lähenemine annab selgituse sellele, 
mis seob keelemärke teiste märgisüsteemidega. See põhineb kolmel semioosilise tõlke tüübil: 
(1) metaleptiline tõlge, (2) indeksikaalne tõlge ja (2) tõlge kui dünaamiline katkendlikkus.
